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Introduction

In this document you find guidelines and documentation about Schibsted’s overall strategy and identity. 
It consists of three main parts that are also available  in separate documents or slide presentations.

•  Schibsted Future State is our platform for our overall strategy and identity, including main building    
  blocks like mission, vision and our character.
•   The Schibsted voice and tone guidelines direct us in how we speak about and on behalf of Schibsted –   
  it’s our verbal identity, built on a personality that we have extracted from the Future State platform
•   Our design guidelines is a manual to our visual identity and how we should look and feel in all our    
  channels when we present ourselves – externally and internally.

Apart from this there are a lot of brand assets available for all of you talking about and communicating the 
Schibsted brand – you find them all in the branding section on Buzz.

These guidelines are published and updated by Schibsted Global Brand Team – if you have any question 
contact us on slack: #globalbrandteam



Schibsted’s
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What this is

Schibsted́ s Future State defines what Schibsted is and should aim to be. It defines what sets us apart 
as a company, why we exist, what purpose we are pursuing and what will make us successful long-
term. In short: what kind of company should Schibsted be in the hearts and minds of our stakehol-
ders, or – who we are.

The reason for defining this is twofold: 
• For everyone working in Schibsted it’s about knowing where we’re going and about providing 
 direction and inspiration for all.
• For everyone else, it’s about understanding what Schibsted is. 

Schibsted Future State is not supposed to replace each brand́s individual mission, strategy or values. 
Rather, it serves to complement our brands and provide a description of the larger context in which 
each business operates.
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Schibsted made simple – the pyramid

7Schibsted’s Future State

The pyramid is our way of structuring and communicating what is common to everyone 
in Schibsted, and how each business, brand and function builds its own unique strengths 
within this context.

The top layer – Who we are – is described in Schibsted’s Future State. It explains our 
purpose and it lays out our common mission, our goals, our character, a set of uniting 
principles and a vision for what we want to achieve as a family.

The middle layer – How we grow – lays out our strategic priorities. Each brand and 
business of the group has its own strategy. The group priorities guide us on how to 
allocate resources among business areas and group functions.

The bottom level – How we work together – lays out the services we share, as well as 
the resources we use to build capabilities, strengths and culture together across the 
organisation. This system puts every venture individually and Schibsted collectively 
in the best possible position to pursue its goals. 



The building blocks



Schibsted design guidelines

Our category: from a media company to a diverse family

Schibsted’s Future State

While the media heritage is long standing and strong in the Schibsted family, the media category alone can no longer contain the diversity of it’s 
brands and businesses. Nor can media describe the various areas Schibsted is exploring for future business opportunities. The idea behind growing 
a diverse family of brands is rooted in a firm belief that a portfolio of strong brands is the best way for Schibsted to create value by pursuing a multitude 
of opportunities.

A family of digital brands

Well known and much loved for their value to people in 
their daily lives. Each brand in its own way, but all united 
by Schibsted’s culture of innovation, commercial flair 
and inclusive collaboration.

Aren’t all brands digital now? Not really. A croissant picked up from the 
bakery is very analogue, but one delivered to your doorstep with the 
morning paper is a digital service. Schibsted is a company that makes 
use of technology to create value for consumers and customers. Our 
brands draw upon the power of digital, even when physical. 

Schibsted takes winning positions through nurturing its brands and creating an 
environment for growth through shared insights, technologies and capabilities. 
Some brands are part of the family by birth, some by choice. Some brands thrive 
when Schibsted keeps them close, others by being let go. As a family we flourish 
together when we make it everyone’s business to participate in realising the 
potential of each brand, and our joint services.

9
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A common Mission directs our efforts in serving each customer and society as a whole

Empowering people in their daily lives

10Schibsted’s Future State

Schibsted’s reason for being is as relevant today as it ever was, perhaps more so. Our mission directs our efforts in serving each customer and
society as a whole, and each of Schibsted’s brands and businesses contributes in it’s own way. When asking if a business idea, a start-up or a
bold move is right for Schibsted, the question should be whether it helps us in forwarding our mission.

As in all kinds of people, of all ages, backgrounds and 
temperaments. We mean consumers, yes, but businesses 
have people too and we like to think of and treat them as such.

As in waking up with our customers, quite often literally. We are 
in their lives when they move in together and when they split up. 
When they give up deep sea diving and trade their equipment for a 
station wagon, or when they’re just checking the news while waiting 
for a bus. Let others empower people to build the first colony on 
Mars, reconstruct the Notre-Dame or grow organs in a petri dish. All 
important and exciting, but Schibsted innovates close to people as 
they go about their day.

As in taking advantage of the opportunities technology offer to 
put people in a position to know what is true and what is fake, 
to compare prices, to finance that fridge that can’t wait until 
payday, find jobs, homes or a helping hand when needed, and 
also allowing small, independent businesses to stay in business, 
or boosting the circular economy, by providing non-exploitative 
market places and bringing products right to people’s doorstep. 
Win, win, win.
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Our Vision is an expression of both legacy and ambition

11Schibsted’s Future State

A society built on trust and transparency

Our Vision is an expression of both legacy and ambition
Our Vision springs from a legacy that we have the privilege and responsibility to carry forward. The needs of today are different than those of the 
past. Every generation of Schibsted employees takes pride in how new businesses are continually being built and the world is changed for the 
better because Schibsted is in it. Our watch is now.

Sometimes we forget to appreciate the value of sealing a deal with just a handshake, going to a stranger’s home to buy 
a bike, seeing powerful people held to the same standard as everyone else and being able to recognise fake news. The 
value of knowing we can trust others and be trusted in return makes life a whole lot easier, and yet habit can make us take 
it for granted. We should not. Trust and transparency are defining qualities of a society where people can thrive and be 
happy on a healthy planet. 

Schibsted has been carrying the torch for independent media and freedom of speech since the beginning and continues 
to do so. Our commitment to responsible internet matters, and Schibsted sets the standard for transparency and respect 
for people’s privacy. Schibsted’s role in safeguarding the conditions that sustain the Nordic way of life is significant. We 
are committed to upholding a high level of trust in society, as well as equality of opportunity, through the impact of our 
products and services.
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Our Character guides our behaviour and aspirations

A fearless force for change

Schibsted’s Future State 12

Schibsted’s history is characterised by a series of profound changes. No wonder then perhaps that being a fearless force for change has become 
so fundamental to the Schibsted character. It is part skill and part attitude, and guides us when we find ourselves at a crossroads. This is how we 
drive the change towards better things. 

All across Schibsted we pursue opportunities that anticipate future needs – 
some times incrementally and with great care to safeguard what is already 
valuable, some times in giant, disruptive leaps that change Schibsted as a 
business, as well as the fabric of society, in profound ways.

A force is something that changes something’s velocity or direction. 
Together with our users, Schibsted is a force to be reckoned with, given 
our ability to accelerate or give momentum to emerging trends and 
brands, our ability to change the way people consume and act, and 
our ability to make people stop and think. 

Schibsted is an organisation that’s unafraid of change. We strive 
to look around the corner and not only see what the future 
brings, but to actively shape it. At times we take great, calculated 
risk, even at the expense of our own brands and causing 
discomfort to our people. But we push forward anyway. The 
gains far outweigh the pains of being a force for change.
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Our overarching goals set the standard for substance and scale, and define our stakeholders

Value to 
consumers 
and customers

Value to 
employees 
and partners

Value to 
society and 
the planet

Value to 
owners

13Schibsted’s Future State

Schibsted is committed to creating value at multiple levels and for all our stakeholders. This is not a balancing act, but a positive spiral where 
creating value for consumers leads to increased use of services that benefit society, which is attractive to people we want to work with, and 
increases the value of our business. Each Schibsted business contributes in its own way and according to its goals. As a family we see the proof of 
this logic at work when we see these levers go up in unison.

We are consistently reaching and 
growing a wide audience of users 
and customers, providing world class 
services that are enjoyably useful, that 
people trust and are willing to pay for.

Schibsted is a diverse and meaningful 
home for brave and adventurous 
employees and business partners 
looking to have their impact amplified, 
as individuals and businesses, through 
the scale and culture Schibsted 
represents.

We make sure that growing our business 
and having a positive impact on society 
and the environment are one and 
the same.

We are trusted to disrupt – rethinking 
existing services and growing new ones 
in ways that demonstrate solid return 
on investment.
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Our Uniting Principles express what is true and important all across Schibsted

We take leading 
positions

We think big and 
long term

We create exceptional 
user value by sharing data 
and capabilities

We know the 
power of local

We champion a 
responsible internet

We are accountable

We are more than 
the sum of our parts

We are entrepreneurial 

14Schibsted’s Future State

Schibsted’s brands and businesses have their own strategies and values, which is exactly as it should be. However, to make it easier for people 
to trust the whole family of Schibsted brands and for people in Schibsted to work together, these principles unite us all. Not every principle will 
seem relevant to each brand all the time, but as a set of principles they set the standard that Schibsted brands should aspire to, and codes of 
conduct that no brand strategy or values should ever violate.

We have a growth mindset heritage 
and aim for market leadership in the 
geographies and categories we are in, 
with a wide portfolio of products and 
services. In line with Schibsted’s legacy, 
our moves are some times incremental, 
some times monumental, and always 
bold.

We grow winning Nordic concepts. 
When Schibsted spots an opportunity 
for its products or services to empower 
people’s daily lives beyond the Nordics 
we are opportunistically global, nimbly 
pursuing whichever route shows the 
greatest promise. We think long term, 
but act here and now.

We do not operate in separate silos, 
or transaction by transaction. Data, 
technologies and capabilities are shared 
generously, and responsibly, across the 
Schibsted family to provide exceptional 
value to consumers who love us in return 
and show it.

Schibsted disrupts and innovates in areas 
where local services have an advantage 
over global. We will continue to hone 
this unique capability for turning deep 
understanding of people and places into 
successful services.

Whether we are talking web, AI or IoT 
or whatever comes next, we deserve 
people’s trust by setting the standard for 
transparency and respect for privacy. We 
will fearlessly advocate for responsibility 
wherever decisions about doing business 
on the internet are made.

We lead by our PACE principles and in 
accordance with our Code of Conduct. 
Our practices should stand up to the 
same kind of scrutiny we subject 
others to.

Schibsted’s family of strong independent 
brands is united by a shared mission, 
a brave culture, a generous mindset, 
and a set of shared capabilities. 
Taking advantage of the systemic 
interconnections between us, our joint 
capacity for creating and capturing 
consumer value is unparalleled.

We continue to connect previously 
unconnected products, ideas, people 
and technologies in new and innovative 
ways to create value for users and as 
enablers of services inside and outside of 
Schibsted.
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We are Schibsted

15Schibsted’s Future State

Schibsted’s products and services help people make informed choices, live more sustainable lives, and trust 
each other. The way we see it, trust and transparency are defining qualities of a society where people can thrive 
and be happy on a healthy planet. 

Our joint mission of empowering people in their daily lives is rooted in the values of our media heritage and a 
legacy of bold change. We don’t claim to hold the truth – we seek to uncover it. We won’t mislead people – we 
promote fair and open deals. We don’t wait for the future – we shape it. 

We are inspired by this common purpose and supported by a shared foundation, shared goals and shared 
principles that unite us. While each of the Schibsted brands and businesses independently pursue opportunities 
to create value, it is as a family working together we flourish at a scale and in ways that really make a difference. 

Schibsted’s real impact comes from people finding our products and services valuable, and making them a part 
of their lives in ways that change how they act, consume and understand the world. 

At Schibsted we are never content with the way things are. We believe in letting new opportunities develop, 
never allowing yesterday’s successes to stand in the way of the next. At our best, we are a fearless force for 
change in a society built on trust and transparency.
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So, in summary:

16Schibsted’s Future State

What are we?

What do we do?

Why do we do it? 

How do we do it?

What is our recipe for success?

How do we know that we succeed?

A family of digital brands

Empower people in their daily lives

To uphold a society built on trust and transparency

By being a fearless force for change

Our uniting principles

When we progress towards our overarching goals



We are Schibsted

Empowering people in their daily lives.
As a fearless force for change.

In a society built on trust and transparency.
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Why Voice and Tone guidelines?

Just like our visual identity, our verbal identity – or the way we speak and write – is an expression 
of our brand identity. The way we write and speak should be just as distinct and recognisable as 
the way we look.

Our design manual tells us how to make use of our visual toolkit. Our voice and tone guidelines 
describe how we express our brand identity through language.

Global and local
Schibsted’s personality is the same in all countries and in all languages. Our voice and tone 
guidelines apply equally to all languages – English, Norwegian, Swedish, Finnish or any other 
language. To express the same identity everywhere, the guidelines are used flexibly, taking care 
to adapt to local context.
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What are voice and tone?

Voice
Our voice expresses Schibsted’s personality. It’s genuine and always stays the same. 

Tone 
We use variations in tone to adapt to different moods, audiences and situations. 
Our tone changes to fit the topic, where the conversation is taking place, and the 
different phases of a flow.

Schibsted’s voice & tone guidelines
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The Schibsted brand and the family of brands

These guidelines do not apply to communication where Schibsted’s brands – like Blocket, Finn, 
Aftonbladet or Lendo – are speaking. While all Schibsted brands and businesses have certain 
things in common, these brands have their own brand identities and should look, sound and 
feel accordingly.

Wherever Schibsted is speaking, however, the Schibsted brand identity should be recognisable. 
To achieve this, it is helpful to define the identity clearly and give the speaking and writing 
voice of Schibsted a character. Schibsted will become more visible to the people using its many 
products and services, its employees current and future, and to potential acquisitions. In short, 
Schibsted needs a loud and clear voice of its own. This is your guide to that voice and tone.

Schibsted’s voice & tone guidelines
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What is our personality?

A pioneer – a confident straight talker who inspires you and makes 
you feel like you can do anything.

People recognise us as
• A role model – always slightly ahead and eager to give people opportunities to come along
• Straight talker – worldly and keen to share knowledge
• Contemporary – proud of our legacy but young at heart
•  Confident – fearless and welcoming of change
• Innovative and entrepreneurial – bringing creative perspectives and new opportunities

Schibsted’s voice & tone guidelines
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This is how we give our identity its voice

Our voice principles
• We empower people, so our language is encouraging
• We are close to people in their daily lives, so we communicate from a place 
 of love and with a sense of community
• We celebrate diversity and are inclusive
• We are confident and our language is inspiring

Schibsted’s voice & tone guidelines
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We empower people, so our language is encouraging

• Use encouraging words filled with positive energy
• Make people feel like they can do anything

My checklist:
Is my message inspiring?
Can I use more encouraging words?

Do: Do you have questions? Go on – ask us anything. 
Do: Join our trainee program. We’d love to hear from you!
Do: Do you have any exciting or brilliant ideas? Share with us. 

Don’t: We’ll answer all your questions regarding Schibsted.
Don’t: You are welcome to apply for Schibsted’s trainee program.
Don’t: Contact Schibsted if you have ideas about X.

Schibsted’s voice & tone guidelines
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We are close to people in their daily lives, so we communicate from a place of love 
and with a sense of community

• Talk to people like to a family member - with respect, familiarity and love
• Be a human, talking to humans: use we, you and us and say people, not users,
 customers and talent (when you can) 
• Use an active voice

My checklist:
Am I speaking as to a family member - with love, respect and community?
Am I speaking as a human to a human using ”we, you and us”?
Am I using an active voice?

Do: We welcome a new team to the Schibsted family. 
Do: We ended 2020 with a strong fourth quarter.
Do: Today we are releasing our Q4 2020 report. 

Don’t: Schibsted has recruited a new team.
Don’t: Schibsted ended 2020 with a strong Q4.
Don’t: Our Q4 report is being released today.

Schibsted’s voice & tone guidelines
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We celebrate diversity and are inclusive

• Be clear, concise and use non ambiguous language
• Don’t use fixed expressions that assume people share your cultural references
• Keep it simple and avoid technical terms (without explaining), internal jargon,
 abbreviations or words that are unnecessarily complicated
• Never use labels on people

My checklist:
Is my message inclusive?
Can I simplify?
Am I using technical terms without explaining, internal jargong or words 
that are unnecessarily complicated?

Do: It’s expensive 
Do: People with disabilities
Do: Employee value proposition

Don’t: It costs an arm and a leg
Don’t: Disabled people
Don’t: EVP

Schibsted’s voice & tone guidelines
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We are confident and our language is inspiring

Use bold headlines, aspirational statements in combination with down to earth context
Focus on what’s most important
Turn up the volume!
Don’t humble brag. We tell our stories with pride.

My checklist:
Am I focusing on what’s most important?
Is my message confident and inspiring?
Can my headlines be bolder?
Can I make it shorter and snappier?

Do: A strong quarter! Check out our Q4 report today
Do: We’re excited to introduce you to our new team
Do: It’s showtime! Don’t miss our first webinar

Don’t: Schibsted released a Q4 2020 report today
Don’t: Schibsted has recruited a new team
Don’t: Watch Schibsted’s first webinar

Schibsted’s voice & tone guidelines
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My Checklist: Schibsted’s Voice

We empower people, so our language is encouraging
We are close to people in their daily lives, so we communicate from a place of love 
and with a sense of community
We celebrate diversity and are inclusive
We are confident and our language is inspiring

Empower
Is my message positive and energetic?
Can I use more encouraging words?

Respect
Am I speaking as to a family member - with love, 
respect and community?
Am I speaking as a human to a human using ”we,  
you and us”?
Am I using an active voice?

Include
Is my message inclusive?
Can I simplify?
Am I using technical terms without explaining, internal
jargong or words that are unnecessarily complicated?

Inspire
Am I focusing on what’s most important?
Is my message confident and inspiring?
Can my headlines be bolder?
Can I make it shorter and snappier?

Schibsted’s voice & tone guidelines
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Our tone is more casual than formal

As a general rule, our tone is much more casual than formal. Formality signals distance. 
That’s not us. We are a family. 

People choose to include our products and services in their daily lives. We are respectful 
of that choice, never ironic or sarcastic. 

In our mission to empower people, we are encouraging, so it’s ok for us to show some 
emotion through our choice of words and sometimes even . At the same time, we are 
a credible and trusted mentor, so we don’t overdo it. 

And just like any family member we know how to be funny when that is appropriate, 
but when the situation requires seriousness, we absolutely can be.

Our tone should vary depending on:
•  Who we are communicating with
•  What we are talking about
•  Where we are communicating
•  The mood we want to convey

33Schibsted’s voice & tone guidelines
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Tone range

As a general rule, our tone is much more casual than formal. Formality signals distance.
That’s not us. We are a family.

Formal Casual

34Schibsted’s voice & tone guidelines
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Tone range

People choose to include our products and services in their daily lives. We are respectful of that choice, 
never ironic or sarcastic.

Respectful Irreverent

35Schibsted’s voice & tone guidelines
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Tone range

In our mission to empower people, we are encouraging, so it’s ok for us to show some emotion 
through our choice of words and sometimes even . At the same time, we are a credible and 
trusted mentor, so we don’t overdo it.

Matter-of-fact Enthusiastic

36Schibsted’s voice & tone guidelines
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Tone range

And just like any family member we know how to be funny when that is appropriate, but when the 
situation requires seriousness, we absolutely can be.

Serious Funny

37Schibsted’s voice & tone guidelines



Schibsted
design manual
For Schibsted users: download all assets from our intranet Buzz here: buzz.schibsted.com/home/branding-ld 
If you need any assistance considering our profile contact the Schibsted Global brand team at slack: 
#globalbrandteam.  For external use: Share the folder ”Assets to share” or contact the brand team.
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1.1 Principles of our logotype

Our logotype is based on a friendly and geometric sans-serif font. 
It has slightly rounded corners to achieve a warm and humanistic tonality. The 
pattern integrated within the first letter S symbolizes 
the unifying force of Schibsted, that bring brands and people together.
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Our logotype is primarily used in Soft Black, placed onto white, Light Grey, or  other 
light backgrounds and images. It can also be used inverted white, or Light Grey on 
top of black, Soft Black, or Norwegian Blue, and occasionally on other dark back-
grounds and images. If crucial in terms of contrast in digital contexts, we can also 
use the logotype  in solid black.

Soft Black logotype on Light Grey background, 
or light images.

White logotype on Soft Black background, 
or dark images.

Light Grey logotype on Norwegian Blue background.

1.2 Usage

Schibsted design guidelines
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When we communicate as Schibsted alone, we can speak as loud as we 
need to. As a unifyer of our product brands, however, we can be more 
 toned down, giving room to the product brands’ brand colours.

1.3 Usage – tonality

Schibsted standaloneUnifying brands

Whispering Shouting

Light Grey logotype on  Warm Grey background.

Schibsted design guidelines
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There are two versions of our logotype, our primary version (L1) with the pattern S and a 
secondary version for small sizes (L2). We use our primary logotype for all formats above 
27 px (5 mm). For all formats below, we use the secondary logotype for small sizes.

1.4 Minimum size

H:  27px
      5 mm

H: 7px
      2 mm

W: 145 px 
       27mm W: 42 px 

       12 mm

Secondary logotype (L2) for small sizes
The minimum size is 7 px / 2 mm high. 
The maximum size is 26 px / 5 mm high. 

Primary logotype (L1)
The minimum size is 27 px / 5 mm high. 
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Logo height = X

Free space is = 100% of X

1.5 Free space The logotype’s free space is defined by the height of the symbol. 
Logotype height =  X, free space = 100% of X.

X
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1.6 Our name is Schibsted

We always strive to use only Schibsted, when we are talking about the company. We should try to see 
beyond internal needs – whether they concern organisation or location – our name is Schibsted. This is 
an important part of building and communicating a coherent brand. If we need to specify departments 
internally, we can use our descriptors (1.7).

Remember – you can always describe in text if you need to specify which part of Schibsted you’re from or 
what you do. So, we’re not Schibsted Sweden (or any other country) – we’re Schibsted in Sweden.
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1.7 Descriptors The logotype is often combined with descriptors, examplified below with 
divisions and departments within Schibsted. We always use our headline 
typeface F Grotesk for the descriptors. The descriptor pro portion is  
50 % of the logo height. The spacing between the logo and  the des- 

criptor is 85 % of the descriptor height. The descriptor is  primarily placed 
centered underneath the logotype. As a secondary option, it can be placed 
on the same line as the logo. This is to be concidered as an exception for 
circumstances when i.e. space is limited.

Primary use: 
The descriptor is primarily placed 
centered underneath the logo.

Logotype height = X 
Height of descriptor = 50% of X

Logotype height = X 
Height of descriptor = 50% of X

Secondary use: 
In very specific cases i.e. when space is 
limited, the descriptor and logotype 
may be placed on the same line.

50% of logo height

85% of descriptor height

FUTURE REPORT

100% of descriptor height NEWS MEDIA

LEARNING L AB

NORDIC MARKE TPL ACES

NEWS MEDIA

Download templates for descriptors here: https://buzz.schibsted.com/home/branding-ld
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1.8 Placement Our logotype can be positioned according to the charts below – right aligned in the bottom corner, centered at the top, middle 
or bottom of the surface.

Right corner position Centered position

Left align
headline Centered

headline

Centered headline

Left align
headline
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1.9 Schibsted logotype 
with product brands

When placing product brands and family endorser next to our logotype, use chart below. Make sure freespace
of the logotype is always respected.

Logotype height = X 

Free space between Schibsted logo & product brand logo = 100% of X 
Maximum height of product brand logo = 100% of X

Schibsted family endorser

The height of the Schibsted family endorser should not exceed 
50% of the height of the product brand logo. The Schibsted 
family endorser should not be placed closer to a product 
brand logo type than 100% of its own height. 

In Norwegian and Swedish we use the expression  
”xxx –  en del av Schibsted”.

Logotype placement in relation to 
multiple product brand logotypes

In cases when the Schibsted logotype  
is combined with multiple product brand 
logotypes, we generally place our logo 
under neath the product brand logo-
types, to clarify who is the main sender.

We can either place the logo centered or 
right aligned, depending on if there are 
other messages combined with the logo.

Primary use: Placed underneath the product brand logo

Secondary use: Placed after the product brand logo

Part of the Schibsted family

Part of the Schibsted family

PRODUCT BRAND  
LOGOTYPE

PRODUCT BRAND  
LOGOTYPE

PRODUCT BRAND  
LOGOTYPE

PRODUCT BRAND  
LOGOTYPE

allogerat
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1.10 Schibsted logotype with 
product brand logotype

This is how we combine the Schibsted logotype with a product brand logotype.
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1.11 Visualising the
Schibsted family

When a product brand wants to emphasize that it is part of the Schibsted 
family that consists of many well-known brands, we can use symbols of 
Schibsted brands to visualise this. To make it more familiar we have diffe-

rent set ups for the different countries where we are present. You’ll find 
templates for this where you find all other assets on Buzz in the section 
Branding.

Lendo a part of the Schibsted family

Example: Norway

Example: Sweden
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1.12 Examples of how not to 
use the logotype

Do not use different colours for first 
letter S and the rest of the logotype.

Do not apply any other colours to 
the logotype than Soft Black, Light 
Grey or white. If crucial in terms of 
contrast in digital contexts, we can 
also use solid black.

Do not use shadows or effects on the logotype, and 
do not stretch or tilt the logotype diagonally.

Do not use the logotype integrated in body copy or other 
text. When Schibsted is mentioned in a text, our name 
should be written in the same typeface as the rest  
of the text.

Do not scale the first letter S disproportionately 
towards the rest of the logotype.

Do not place the symbol and the 
logotype combined into one unit.

The examples below show a number of scenarios where the logotype is used incorrectly.



2.0 Graphic elements
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Principles of our symbol
The capital letter S in the logotype can also be used as a graphic tool. It 
can be used i.e. for app icons, or scaled up in larger sizes – blind embossed 
onto  stationary or as a water mark on top of  images or as window foil. 

This usage is secondary and reserved for situations when the Schibsted 
context is already clear. 

2.1

Schibsted design guidelines
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2.2 Symbol usage We can use the S as a symbol, or a watermark on top of images, embossed on a printed matter or as 
window foil. We use it as a solitaire and not in combination with the logotype. All Schibsted colours can 
be applied on the symbol – unlike the logotype that we only use in Soft Black, white, Light Grey, or, 
when needed, in black.
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2.3 Symbol usage The Symbol’s free space is defined by the width of the symbol.  Symbol width = X  and free 
space = 50% of X.

Symbol width = X
Free space is 50% of X When used as a watermark, the S 

may overlap other elements in the 
layout. The free space should yet be 
respected in relation to the surface.

X
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2.4 Examples of how not to
use the symbol

Do not turn the symbol horizontally in 
any direction.

Do not tilt the symbol diagonally.

Do not combine the logotype and the 
symbol on one layout.

Do not apply any other colours to the symbol 
than the brand colours. 

Do not use any shadows or other 
effects on the symbol.

Do not stretch the symbol – it should 
always be adjusted proportionately.

The examples below show a number of scenarios where the symbol is used incorrectly.
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2.5 Examples – Symbol These are example applications as inspiration for usage.
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Principles of our pattern
The pattern, derrived from the unifying shapes of our S, can be used on a 
variety of applications. We always use it with care and it’s important that 
it’s not over used on too many touchpoints. 
It can be printed, cut out or embossed depending on the media.

2.6

The pattern is an asset that is somewhat complicated to use in the right way. 
Download here: https://buzz.schibsted.com/home/branding-ld. 
Contact the Schibsted Global Brand Hub at slack: #globalbrandteam if you 
need assistance.

Schibsted design guaidelines
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2.7 Pattern
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Our pattern exists in four different versions, that can be used for various layout formats. 

Pattern version 1 Pattern version 2 Pattern version 3 Pattern version 4

2.8 Pattern versions
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2.9 Pattern colours Each pattern exists in eight different colours.  See chapter 3.4 combinations, pattern and background for 
more detailed guidelines of how to combine background and pattern colour.

White patternLight Grey pattern Warm Grey pattern

Ink blue pattern Letterpress Red pattern Powder Blue patternNorwegian Blue pattern Black pattern

Note: The black version should only be 
used when colour printing is not avai-
lable. Don’t use black version when 
coloured pattern can be used.
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2.10 Cropping Within the pattern, you can pick crops to find the right composition.
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2.11 Scale We can freely zoom in and zoom out the pattern when creating crops. This allows us to create an  infinite 
number of interesting compositions. Pay attention not to zoom in to a point where  the patterns basic shape 
isn’t recognisable anymore, or zoom out to much so that the the stucture  of the pattern is cluttered.

Zoom outZoom in

Note: Don’t zoom in too much, so the basic 
shape of the pattern disappear.

Note: Don’t zoom out too much. The contrast within 
the pattern should always be visible and the smaller 
and bigger dots should be distinguishable from each 
other.
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2.12 Placement Cropped parts of the pattern should always be used. The pattern should either start or end 
inside of your layout. It should never be used in its whole, or across the whole layout.

Pattern starts outside layout and 
moves inwards.

Pattern starts inside layout and 
moves outwards.

Don’t use the pattern as a 
solitary element, i.e. the start or 
end of the pattern should always 
be cropped within the layout.
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2.13 Advanced Compositions For more advanced layouts, it is possible to use two instances of 
the pattern to frame content. While doing this, make sure that both 
patterns are displayed in the same scale.

X
X
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2.14 Usage The pattern can be placed on top of our brand colours, over images 
or as a unifier of image and colour. Make sure good contrasts between 
background and pattern is maintained.

From Mexico to Morocco, from 
Brazil to Norway, millions of 
people interact with Schibsted 
brands every day.

Wanted.
Great people 
big ideas.

Wanted.
Great people 
big ideas.

Pattern over Warm Grey background. Pattern over image. Pattern as a unifier of solid colour 
background and image.

Multiple patterns over Norweigan Blue 
background.

From Mexico to Morocco, from 
Brazil to Norway, millions of 
people interact with Schibsted 
brands every day.
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2.15 Examples of how not to use the pattern Don’t let the pattern clutter or make your layout messy.

Wanted.
Great people 
big ideas.

Wanted.
Great people 
big ideas.

Don’t combine different colours or 
versions of patterns together.

We should always make sure multiple 
patterns appears as one unifying shape.

The pattern should always be cropped 
and start or end within the layout. It 
should never be displayed in its whole 
as a solitary element.

Don’t place pattern on top of elements  in 
focus of an images, i.e. a persons face.

Don’t use more than two patterns in 
one layout.
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2.16 Examples – Pattern



3.0 Colour palette
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Principles of our colours

Our colour palette is flexible and created to suit different scenarios, 
 depending on how loud or subtle we need to be in our communication. 

When we communicate as Schibsted alone, we can use all colours of the 
palette, both the soft and the vibrant. As a unifyer of our product brands, 
however, we want to be more toned down, giving room to the product 
brands’ brand colours, combined with the milder and more  neutral co-
lours of the Schibsted palette.

3.1  
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Unifying brands Schibsted standalone

3.2 Colour usage  When we communicate as Schibsted alone, we can use all colours of the palette, both the soft and 
the vibrant. As a unifyer of our product brands, however, we want to be more toned down, giving 
room to the product brands’ brand colours, combined with the milder and more neutral colours of 
the Schibsted palette.
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Neutrals 

Functional

Primary

Soft Black

(Logotype, text, symbol and backgound)

(Logotype & text)

(Logotype, text, symbol and backgound)

(diagrams or texts)

White

(Pattern and backgound)(Pattern and backgound)

Norwegian BlueLetterpress  
Red

Ink Blue

(CTA and accent)

Powder Blue

F1.
Medium Grey

F2.
Dark Grey

B.
Black

W.
White

Proportional use of the colour palette. Our colours Soft Black, white 
and Light Grey are used for logotype, symbol, texts and for back-
ground. Warm Grey and the primary palette can be used as back-
grounds and for pattern. The Norwegian Blue is also used for back-

grounds. Sky Blue and Letterpress Red are also used for buttons and 
CTA. Medium Grey (F1) and Dark Gray (F2) are strictly functional 
– use them only to differentiate  details without branding, e.g in dia-
grams or texts.

3.3 Colour distribution 

Accent

Light Grey

(Pattern and Background)(Pattern and Background)

Warm Grey Sky Blue

In circumstances when 
colour representation
is not an option,  
greyscale and  
100% black/white  
can be used.
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Schibsted standaloneUnifying brands

Whispering

Light Grey background
White pattern

White background
Light Grey pattern

Light Grey background
Warm Grey pattern

Note: These examples are just to  
show the possible colour combinations.  
They are not examples of how to to 
crop or scale the pattern. 

Light Grey background
Powder Blue pattern

Light Grey background
Letterpress Red pattern

Light Grey background
Norwegian Blue pattern

Norwegian Blue background
Powder Blue pattern

Light Grey background
Ink Blue pattern

Norwegian Blue background
Letterpress Red pattern

Light Grey background
Powder Blue pattern

Shouting

3.4 Combinations,  
pattern & background

When we communicate as Schibsted alone, we can use both the soft and the vibrant colours.  
As a unifyer of our product brands, however, we want to be toned down, and will therefore use  
the milder and more neutral colours of the Schibsted palette.
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A A A

A A A

A A AA A A A A LargeA A A A AA A A A A A
White on  

Soft Black

Light Grey on  
Soft Black

Soft Black on  
Powder Blue

Soft Black on  
Warm Grey

Black on  
Ink Blue

Soft Black on  
Light Grey

White on  
Sky Blue

Black on  
Letterpress Red

White on  
Norwegian Blue

3.5 Combinations,  
text & background

Our colours have been controlled to pass 
international web accessibility standards. 
To live up to those standards and achieve 
ultimate legibility, we recommend the 
 following combinations of text and 
background.

AAA - High readability: can be used in any 
size/medium.

AA - Good readability: can be used in any 
size/medium. 

AA Large - Fairly good readability.  
May be used if text is large. Works better 
for print than for digital media. 

Fail- You must not use this combination 
of colours, for it is illegible.

A A A
Black on  

Light Grey
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3.5 Combinations,  
text & background

A complete WCAG matrix has been 
developed for all Schibsteds colour 
combinations. Use this as a reference 
when combining RGB colours. 

AAA - High readability: can be used in any 
size/medium.

AA - Good readability: can be used in any 
size/medium. 

AA Large - Fairly good readability.  
May be used if text is large. Works better 
for print than for digital media. 

Fail- You must not use this combination 
of colours, for it is illegible.

FAIL

AAA AAA AAA

FAIL FAIL

FAIL

AA

FAIL

FAIL

FAIL

FAIL FAIL AAA

AA 
Large FAIL AA

FAIL AA AAA

FAIL AA AAA

FAIL AAA AAA

AAA FAIL FAIL

FAIL FAIL AA

FAIL

AA

AA
Large

AA
Large

FAIL

AA
Large

FAIL

FAIL

FAIL

FAIL

FAIL

AAA AAA AAA AAA AAA FAILAA AA

FAIL

FAIL

FAIL

AA

AA
Large

FAIL

AAA

FAIL

FAIL

AA
Large

FAIL

FAIL

AA

FAIL

AA
Large

FAIL

FAIL

AA

AA

FAIL

AA
Large

AAA

FAIL

AAA

AAA

AAA

FAIL

FAIL

FAIL

FAIL

FAIL

AA
Large

FAIL

FAIL AA AAA

FAIL AA FAIL

Letterpress Red
#ff716b

Warm Grey
#eae5e0

Natural Grey
#f8f6f5

White
#ffffff

Soft Black
#31312f

Black
#31312f

Sky Blue
#186ef0

Powder Blue
#c4dcf5

Norwegian Blue
#30588e

Ink Blue
#458fff
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Neutrals

Norwegian Blue

RGB:  R=48 G=88 B=142
HEX: #30588e

PMS C: 7685 C 
PMS U: 7685 U
CMYK: 100-70-0-0

Warm Grey

RGB:  R=234 G=229 B=224
HEX: #eae5e0

PMS C: Warm Grey 1 C (70%)
PMS U: Warm Grey 1 U (70%)
CMYK: 0-0-0-14

Soft Black

RGB: R=49 G=49 B=47
HEX: #31312f

PMS C: Black 7 C
PMS U: Black 7 U
CMYK: 0-0-0-90

Light Grey

RGB: R=248 G=246 B=245
HEX: #f8f6f5

PMS C: Warm Grey 1 C (30%)
PMS U: Warm Grey 1 U (30%)
CMYK: 0-0-0-4

Ink Blue

RGB:  R=69 G=143 B=255
HEX: #458fff

PMS C: 2727 C 
PMS U: 2727 U
CMYK: 67-29-0-0

Letterpress Red

RGB:  R=255 G=113 B=107
HEX: #ff716b

PMS C: 178 C 
PMS U: 178 U
CMYK: 0-75-55-0

Sky Blue

RGB:  R=0 G=108 B=250
HEX: #186ef0

Functional colours Black & White

F2. Dark Grey

RGB:  R=73 G=73 B=73
HEX: #494949

PMS C: 424 C 
PMS U: 424 U
CMYK: 0–0–0–70

F1. Medium Grey

RGB:  R=135 G=135 B=135
HEX: #878786

PMS C: 422 C 
PMS U: 422 U
CMYK: 0–0–0–50

White

RGB:  R=255 G=255 B=255
HEX: #ffffff

PMS C: N/A 
PMS U: N/A
CMYK: 0–0–0–0

Black

RGB:  R=0 G=0 B=0
HEX: #000000

PMS C: N/A 
PMS U: N/A
CMYK: 0–0–0–100

Accent

3.6 Colour codes Our colour palette is defined in the colour spaces of RGB, CMYK and PMS, to ensure 
a coherent colour expression on digital as well as printed platforms.

(To be used in charts, graphs and documents etc)

Primary

White

RGB:  R=255 G=255 B=255
HEX: #ffffff

PMS C: N/A 
PMS U: N/A
CMYK: 0–0–0–0

Powder Blue

RGB:  R=196 G=220 B=245
HEX: #c4dcf5

PMS C: 2707 C 
PMS U: 2707 U
CMYK: 27-4-0-0
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3.7 Wall paint These colours are selected for the usage of interior colour schemes for wall paint.  
Chosen NCS codes are based on Alcro and we recommend 40 (satin) on the sheen scale. 

Powder Blue
NCS-S 0520-R80B

Letterpress Red
NCS-S 0560-Y90R

Note: This intense red should be used only to 
make a big impact on a small surface.

NCS-S 1000-N

NCS-S 2000-N

NCS-S 3000-N

NCS-S 4000-N

Soft Black
NCS-S 8000-N

NCS-S 0500-N

Note: This neutral grey colour is 
to be used instead of white.

The neutrals is the soft base of our interiors, where the grey 
colours can be combined and create a varying set of brigh-
ter/darker rooms.

These key colours are derrived straight from the brand  
palette. These are only to be used with great care on smal-
ler details, such as a pillar or a small wall sections to create 
a brand impact. See visual examples on next page.

Neutrals Wall accents (key colours)

Ink Blue
NCS-S 1550-R80B

Note: This intense blue should be used only 
to make a big impact on a small surface.
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3.7 Wall paint Example of wall paint application

A soft, grey corridor with an Ink blue key colour wall  
section as an accent

Grey and calm conference rooms with the Letterpress Red key 
colour on a small wall section as accent.

A Powder Blue (key colour) accent wall example



4.0 Typography  
    & Layout
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Principles of our typography
Our typography is divided into two levels – functional and hero. 

The functional level consists of body text and small text, based  
on the typeface Source Sans Pro with a strong focus on  legibility. 

The hero level consists of large text, and especially headlines,  
with the more  expressive typeface, F Grotesk,  adding personality 
and brand tonality.

4.1  

Download our fonts here: https://buzz.schibsted.com/home/branding-ld 
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4.2 Headline typeface, 
F Grotesk

F Grotesk – our headline typeface is a timeless, reliable sans serif 
with an energetic yet trustworthy tonality.

ABCDEFGHIJKLMN
OPQRSTUVXYZÅÄÖ
abcdefghijklmn
opqrstuvxyzåäö
0123456789 ?!#&%

ABCDEFGHIJKLMN
OPQRSTUVXYZÅÄÖ
abcdefghijklmn
opqrstuvxyzåäö
0123456789 ?!#&%

ABCDEFGHIJKLMN
OPQRSTUVXYZÅÄÖ
abcdefghijklmn
opqrstuvxyzåäö
0123456789 ?!#&%

Our typeface for 
large headlines

F Grotesk, Bold italicF Grotesk, Bold F Grotesk, Demi
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4.3 Body text typeface, 
Source Sans Pro

Source Sans Pro – our typeface for body copy and small text is 
space efficient, functional and legible.

ABCDEFGHIJKLMN
OPQRSTUVXYZÅÄÖ
abcdefghijklmn
opqrstuvxyzåäö
0123456789 ?!#&%

ABCDEFGHIJKLMN
OPQRSTUVXYZÅÄÖ
abcdefghijklmn
opqrstuvxyzåäö
0123456789 ?!#&%

ABCDEFGHIJKLMN
OPQRSTUVXYZÅÄÖ
abcdefghijklmn
opqrstuvxyzåäö
0123456789 ?!#&%

Our typeface for body 
copy & small text

Source Sans Pro, RegularSource Sans Pro, Bold Source Sans Pro, Italic
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4.4 Replacement typeface,  
Arial

The use of the Source Sans typeface is not recommended for documents which are intended 
for users and recipients that do not have this typeface installed on their computers. The 
standard Arial typeface should be used in these cases. 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMN
OPQRSTUVXYZÅÄÖ
abcdefghijklmn
opqrstuvxyzåäö
0123456789 ?!#&%

ABCDEFGHIJKLMN
OPQRSTUVXYZÅÄÖ
abcdefghijklmn
opqrstuvxyzåäö
0123456789 ?!#&%

ABCDEFGHIJKLMN
OPQRSTUVXYZÅÄÖ
abcdefghijklmn
opqrstuvxyzåäö
0123456789 ?!#&%

Our replacement  
typeface for office use

Arial, RegularArial, Bold Arial, Italic
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The hierachy of our typography is visualised in the chart below.

Headlines: 
F Grotesk, Medium or Bold
Optical kerning, 0 spacing
110% tracking

Body text: 
Source Sans Pro, Regular
Metric kerning, 0 spacing
130% tracking

Body text headlines: 
Source Sans Pro, Bold
Metric kerning, 0 spacing
130% tracking

Life-long learning  
will attract talents.
Utas rersper natquo dolesecaes eturia dolupis eum es vento iusamte 
doles ex eos nis dolorepudit, niminvellor aut vel molorem reicilit om-
nia ditasimporem veruptis earum arum aute ebis reped ma velest, cus 
minulpa deliquis dolla secte venisci tinimi,  officimus simpori onsequo 
do. Pient quid quiae prat am, quo cus aut mi, voluptae  moloreris nom.

A competetive advantage
Caborrovitia que repra solupta turioriae veritatqui reptatur sunt vet 
expe nis explo icatis ea verias sequam, incium que volores milla volo-
re, comni totat ommolore ast event elluptas  exeribus minient aspe nis 
nonse reperit, evenihilitae consererae volut Icte magnateni nonserore 
voluptatium quo velende ntotae occabores num eum esequ pa pedire 
landa eos quia nietur, quoditi dolupta quam, voluptatem alit.

4.5 Hierarchy
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We have some rules to follow when it comes to our typography to ensure brand 
recognition. These rules apply to headings, body text and text colour in all our 
typography.

Headlines: 
We always write our headings in 
uppercase/lowercase 
F Grotesk, Medium or Bold.

Text-colour: 
We only write text in 
Soft Black, Light Gray, Black 
or White.

Life-long learning  
will attract talents

Life-long learning  
will attract talents

Life-long learning  
will attract talents

Life-long learning  
will attract talents

Life-long learning  
will attract talents

4.6 Usage

Text-highlight: 
If you want to highlight one or a 
few words in your headline, you 
should use our Letterpress Red.
In body text you can also use 
bold or medium.

Life-long learning  
will attract talents
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4.7 Examples of how not 
to use the typography

LIFE-LONG LEARNING  
WILL ATTRACT TALENTS

Life-long learning  
will attract talents

Life-long learning  
will attract talents

Don’t write headlines in uppercase only. Don’t use any other colours than Soft Black, Light Grey, 
Black or White for headlines .

Don’t highlight whole headlines, sentences or paragraphs. 
We use our call to action colours to highlight one or a few 
words in a headline, sentence or paragraph. 



Our layout system is based upon a grid stucture where the surface 
is divided into squares to create adaptable  sections as a foundation 
for content. The system enables a variety of options to suit many 
different contexts.

Generally in layout, the unifying force can be visualised through 
combinations of images and surfaces, and also through overlapping 
typography and pattern to connect people and  objects, or people 
and brands.

Principles of layout system

4.8
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4.9 Usage of layout system Creating sections in the layout through multiple grid divisions enables several different lay-
out options to suit a variety of contexts. The different sections can be filled with colour and 
images as a foundation. Text and graphic elements are further applied to the layout.

Grid system to create 
sections in the layout

Layout examples with text, 
pattern, colour and image

From Mexico to Morocco, from Brazil to 
Norway, millions of people interact with 
Schibsted brands every day.

Wanted.
Great people 
big ideas.

Wanted.
Great people 
big ideas.

From Mexico to Morocco, from 
Brazil to Norway, millions of 
people interact with Schibsted 
brands every day.

From Mexico to Morocco, from 
Brazil to Norway, millions of 
people interact with Schibsted 
brands every day.
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4.10 Examples of how not 
to use the layout system

Don’t place any text or the logotype on 
messy and cluttered images. We should 
always make sure to have the highest 
possible amount of legibility for all our 
applicatins.

Don’t use overlaping text or pattern if 
good legibility can’t be ensured on both 
surfaces. 

Don’t place text on a background of 
similar colour. We should always make 
sure there are good contrast between text 
and background or image.

Don’t make text overlap too small 
when using overlaping text, always 
make sure it is a clearly visible overlap. 
Too small overlap may look as if being 
unintentional.

From Mexico to Morocco, from Brazil to 
Norway, millions of people interact with 
Schibsted brands every day.

Wanted.
Great people 
big ideas.

Wanted.
Great people 
big ideas. Lorem ipsum  dolor amet eped. 

Et lias sunt estio mod officiis 
sequae nobitinis ex ent harum.

Great people 
big ideas

Wanted.
Great people 
big ideas.

Image: Royalty free. Unlimited use.



5.0 Image style
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Principles of our image style

Significant for all our images is how they all tell a story of objects and people 
– how they come together and the energy between them as they interact 
through proximity.

We have two levels within our image style – hero and functional. The hero 
level consist of powerful and direct images showcasing Schibsted in focus 
via its employees and clients, as well as the unification of objects/products.

5.1

Download brand images here: https://buzz.schibsted.com/home/branding-ld
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Documentary images of our end users are 
a way of  communicating how Schibsted 
touches the lives of people. These  images 
can have contents ranging from a  single 
 person expressing subtle emotions of 
 satisfaction, happiness and joy, to a group  
of  people coming together, interacting and 
uniting in their daily environments. 

These images should always  communicate 
positive emotions through their style and 
content. Their colours and tonality should  
be strongly on brand, to make Schibsted’s 
presence evident.

5.2 Hero images – users

Image: Schibsted

Image: Schibsted Image: Schibsted
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Documentary images that portray our people 
in working situations. The images show natu-
ral moments,  captured when  people actually 
are active. They should never feel  staged with 
 forced situations. 

Their tones and colours, should be soft and 
have a slightly desaturated look. These  images 
should portray Schibsted as a friendly and 
 innovative workplace with a good atmosphere, 
that  attracts talented people.

5.2 Hero images – employees
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The discriptive category is used when speaking 
of phenomenons like tech and sustainability, 
and are a way of communicating the forward 
looking side of Schibsted. Their content is an 
 illustration of how Schibsted acts to be a part 
of shaping the future.

The colour scale of these images should be 
 slightly desaturated, to achieve a warm, soft 
and friendly tonality, even when the topics are 
such as future and technology. The situations 
pictured should always feel  authentic and 
 realistic, never staged or forced.

5.2 Hero images – descriptive

Image: Royalty free. Unlimited use. Image: Royalty free. Unlimited use.

Image: Royalty free. Unlimited use.
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Functional images

The functional level focus on a more simple style of  image, for a broad 
use on all platforms. Style-wise, these images are strongly connected to 
the hero level, through their colour tones, light and compositions.

5.3
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Portraits of employees within an environment  
connected to daily situations will reveal a lively brand 
tonality. People should be documented in action or 
interacting with the environment through natural 
and warm gestures. Colour  scale, as well as the  
stylistic tone of the images should feel soft and warm, 
never come across as unnatural or forced but should 
rather be expressions of genuine daily moments of  
familiar people.

5.3 Functional images – employees in environment
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Studio portraits of people in Schibsted should send out  
friendliness and warmth. The background colour tones 
should be neutral with soft, natural light, rather than 
overly saturated hues and intense flash light. Our people 
should never come across as distant or unnatural,  
with  f orced smiles or tense facial expressions.  
These images are functional and should never shout  
out the whole  tonality of the brand, but rather whisper  
in a calm manner to start a friendly and warm  
conversation.

5.3 Functional images – employees in studio



6.0 Applications
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Unifying brands
When we are unifying ourselves with our product brands, and unifying them with each 
other, we use soft tones to allow our product brands to be the main focal point and shine. 
At the same time we are clearly visible in the background as the sender. Our CTA colours 
will guide users and simplify interaction.

100

6.1
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with your Schibsted account
Forgot password?

About SchibstedPrivacyTerms of UseHelp

Log in

Login page

LOGIN & ACCOUNTS

Login page mobile

with your Schibsted account

karlhenrikson@schibsted.com

•••••••••

Forgot password?

About SchibstedPrivacy policyTermsHelp

Log	in
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Would you like to work here: Would you like to work here:

9 product brands 3 product brands

ADVERTISING WITH PRODUCT BRANDS

Apply for this position at scibsted.se/work
Molorem esequi tessinulpa nis quiatum enectendia vern 
qui omniminis venduciatem ipid molorepudi com ere-
pud gendele ctiatum facerunte num arumque ernatur. 
Ut magnis asped et vitioss equatur, sernam anti aut ali-
but euia quo expedic to et quam enita sin core estotatis.

Apply for this position at scibsted.se/work
Molorem esequi tessinulpa nis quiatum enectendia vern 
qui omniminis venduciatem ipid molorepudi com ere-
pud gendele ctiatum facerunte num arumque ernatur. 
Ut magnis asped et vitioss equatur, sernam anti aut ali-
but euia quo expedic to et quam enita sin core estotatis.
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Schibsted Media Group är en internationell 
mediekoncern med närmare 7000 anställda 
och verksamhet i över 20 länder.

Schibsteds strategi är tydlig, vi vill: bygga 
digitala mediehus i världsklass samt utveckla 
 ledande marknadsplatser för köp & sälj.  
I vår koncern finns också många tillväxt bolag 
som erbjuder olika typer av digitala tjänster 
och service.

Schibsted Media Groups vision är 
 ”Empowering people in their daily life”.

Schibsted Sverige samlades i ett bolag 2009 
och har i dag cirka 1.500 anställda, de flesta 
samlokaliserade i ”Schibstedhuset” vid 
Stockholms Central. Schibsted Sverige  
är tydlig marknadsledare inom det digitala 
området i Sverige. Aftonbladet, Blocket, Hitta 
m fl tillhör landets absolut största sajter. Inom 
Schibsted Sverige finns fyra av fem av landets 
mest besökta mobilsajter och de fem mest 
använda apparna.

Schibsted Media Group is an international 
media group with 6800 employees in over 
30 countries. From Mexico to Malaysia, from 
Brazil to Norway – millions of people interact 
with Schibsted companies every day. We en-
sure that new and old sofas can be sold. News 
reports are read and watched when, where 
and how consumers want. Weather reports 
are checked with quick online services. Car-
penters are found through a couple of clicks. 
Prices are compared and the latest fashion is 
browsed. These examples are just some of the 
ways our services empower people all around 
the world in their daily lives. 

Our philosophy is built on keeping an open 
mind, challenging ourselves and the status 
quo. The goal is to shape the future of our 
industry. To achieve this we recruit attitude. 
Are you driven and ambitious? Do you have 
the courage to face new challenges?

Kontakta oss!

Click here to apply:

Mikael Andersson
HR Specialist - recruitment, 
Schibsted Sweden

Linda Myrray Wennberg
Controller chef

Apply

Business intelligence manager
Schibsted Markets Divisionen 

Location: Stockholm
Position: Full time
Apply before: 2018-01-31

Vi söker nu en entusiastisk och affärsorienterad person att ansluta sig till 
vårt Business Controlling-team inom Aftonbladet som Business Controller. 
Just nu är vi i en spännande omvandlingsprocess i den nya Schibsted Me-
dia-avdelningen - kom och skapa den nya framtiden till sammans med oss! 
 
Schibsted Media Division är en oberoende division som omfattar samtliga 
Schibsteds medieföretag, bland annat varumärken som VG,  Aftonbladet, 
Aftenposten, Svenska Dagbladet, Bergens Tidende,  Stavanger Aftenblad, 
Fædrelandsvennen och sju lokala tidningar. 
 
Divisionen omfattar även Schibsted Growth, som är hemma för nystartade 
och växande företag som Lendo, Prisjakt, Let’s Deal, Bynk, Fronteer 
Solutions och Kickback. Growth söker alltid efter smarta grundare med 
ambitiösa idéer, skalbara affärsmodeller - och ett uppdrag att bemyndiga 
människor i deras dagliga liv. 
 
Schibsted Media Division grundades hösten 2017, och divisionen innehåller 
3 650 anställda som är baserade i Norge, Sverige och Polen. Aftonbladet är 
Nordens största nyhetskälla och når 3 miljoner läsare varje dag.  
 
Kortfattad beskrivning av befattningens uppdrag: 
Rollen som Business Controller är en mycket viktig del i affären för Afton-
bladet. Den innebär att arbeta nära verksamheten som ett bollplank och 
proaktiv sparringpartner till sina kontaktpersoner i organisationen.  
 
Som Business Controller arbetar du med ekonomisk styrning, ekonomisk 
planering samt som stöd till verksamheten gällande ekonomiska analyser 
och business case. Du jobbar med intern rapportering och uppföljning av 
företagets olika delar i syfte att säkerställa både kort- och långsiktiga mål. 
Du deltar också aktivt i bokslutsarbete och rapportering. Rollen innefattar 
att ha ett nära operativt samarbete med de delar av verksamheten som 
man ansvarar för samt del i vissa ledningsgrupper.  
 
Du tillhör en grupp om två Business Controllers som arbetar med olika 
ansvarsområden av Aftonbladet och rapporterar till Aftonbladets Finance 
Manager.  
 
Arbetsuppgifter: 
Som Business Controller på Aftonbladet kommer du att vara affärspartner 
för ett visst affärsområde: 
 
Månadsvis och kvartalsvis rapportering och analys av affärsområdet i nära 
samarbete med andra finansteam inom Schibsted Media samt Schibsted

Business Controller
Schibsted Media Divisionen & Aftonbladet

Location: Stockholm
Position: Full time
Apply before: 2018-02-18

Vi söker nu en entusiastisk och affärsorienterad person att ansluta sig till 
vårt Business Controlling-team inom Aftonbladet som Business Controller. 
Just nu är vi i en spännande omvandlingsprocess i den nya Schibsted Me-
dia-avdelningen - kom och skapa den nya framtiden till sammans med oss! 
 
Schibsted Media Division är en oberoende division som omfattar samtliga 
Schibsteds medieföretag, bland annat varumärken som VG,  Aftonbladet, 
Aftenposten, Svenska Dagbladet, Bergens Tidende,  Stavanger Aftenblad, 
Fædrelandsvennen och sju lokala tidningar. 
 
Divisionen omfattar även Schibsted Growth, som är hemma för nystartade 
och växande företag som Lendo, Prisjakt, Let’s Deal, Bynk, Fronteer 
Solutions och Kickback. Growth söker alltid efter smarta grundare med 
ambitiösa idéer, skalbara affärsmodeller - och ett uppdrag att bemyndiga 
människor i deras dagliga liv. 
 
Schibsted Media Division grundades hösten 2017, och divisionen innehåller 
3 650 anställda som är baserade i Norge, Sverige och Polen. Aftonbladet är 
Nordens största nyhetskälla och når 3 miljoner läsare varje dag.  
 
Kortfattad beskrivning av befattningens uppdrag: 
Rollen som Business Controller är en mycket viktig del i affären för Afton-
bladet. Den innebär att arbeta nära verksamheten som ett bollplank och 
proaktiv sparringpartner till sina kontaktpersoner i organisationen.  
 
Som Business Controller arbetar du med ekonomisk styrning, ekonomisk 
planering samt som stöd till verksamheten gällande ekonomiska analyser 
och business case. Du jobbar med intern rapportering och uppföljning av 
företagets olika delar i syfte att säkerställa både kort- och långsiktiga mål. 
Du deltar också aktivt i bokslutsarbete och rapportering. Rollen innefattar 
att ha ett nära operativt samarbete med de delar av verksamheten som 
man ansvarar för samt del i vissa ledningsgrupper.  
 
Du tillhör en grupp om två Business Controllers som arbetar med olika 
ansvarsområden av Aftonbladet och rapporterar till Aftonbladets Finance 
Manager.  
 
Arbetsuppgifter: 
Som Business Controller på Aftonbladet kommer du att vara affärspartner 
för ett visst affärsområde: 
 
Månadsvis och kvartalsvis rapportering och analys av affärsområdet i nära 
samarbete med andra finansteam inom Schibsted Media samt Schibsted

Schibsted Media Group är en internationell 
mediekoncern med närmare 7000 anställda 
och verksamhet i över 20 länder.

Schibsteds strategi är tydlig, vi vill: bygga 
digitala mediehus i världsklass samt utveckla 
 ledande marknadsplatser för köp & sälj.  
I vår koncern finns också många tillväxt bolag 
som erbjuder olika typer av digitala tjänster 
och service.

Schibsted Media Groups vision är 
 ”Empowering people in their daily life”.

Schibsted Sverige samlades i ett bolag 2009 
och har i dag cirka 1.500 anställda, de flesta 
samlokaliserade i ”Schibstedhuset” vid 
Stockholms Central. Schibsted Sverige  
är tydlig marknadsledare inom det digitala 
området i Sverige. Aftonbladet, Blocket, Hitta 
m fl tillhör landets absolut största sajter. Inom 
Schibsted Sverige finns fyra av fem av landets 
mest besökta mobilsajter och de fem mest 
använda apparna.

Schibsted Media Group is an international 
media group with 6800 employees in over 
30 countries. From Mexico to Malaysia, from 
Brazil to Norway – millions of people interact 
with Schibsted companies every day. We en-
sure that new and old sofas can be sold. News 
reports are read and watched when, where 
and how consumers want. Weather reports 
are checked with quick online services. Car-
penters are found through a couple of clicks. 
Prices are compared and the latest fashion is 
browsed. These examples are just some of the 
ways our services empower people all around 
the world in their daily lives. 

Our philosophy is built on keeping an open 
mind, challenging ourselves and the status 
quo. The goal is to shape the future of our 
industry. To achieve this we recruit attitude. 
Are you driven and ambitious? Do you have 
the courage to face new challenges?

Kontakta oss!

Click here to apply:

Mikael Andersson
HR Specialist - recruitment, 
Schibsted Sweden

Linda Myrray Wennberg
Controller chef

Apply

Schibsted position Product brand position

RECRUITMENT ADVERTISEMENT
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Schibsted standalone
This level allows Schibsted to be the hero and we can incorporate more usage of 
colour and imagery to insert energy.

On a further extreme of this level, more vibrant colours can be used to help us be 
more playful, and portray the brand in the clearest most effective way possible, 
bringing forward our most eye-catching expressions. Perfect for events and other 
spaces where just Schibsted (and not our product brands) need to be visible.

6.2
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WEBSITE
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SCHIBSTED NEWSLETTER
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PRINT MATERIAL
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PRESENTATION TEMPLATE
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Schibsted mail signature
It’s important that everyone working on Schibsted level have the logotype in their
mail signature. To do so you first need to download the adapted logotype.

This is what we recommend  
your signature looks like.

7.0

Download here: https://buzz.schibsted.com/home/branding-ld
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Schibsted mail dark mode
To achieve a clear readability of our logo in dark mode, we place our Soft Black logo 
on a white background plate. This plate can be adapted to the light colour used as 
a background when you have your mail in light mode. Note that this is an exception 
made solely for this purpose. Use this solution only for dark mode.

7.1
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Schibsted illustrations
We have developed a style for illustrations that is based on our visual profile but 
also a bit more playful. These illustrations should be treated like our Letterpress 
Red colour – they are contrasts and details lightening up our expression.

8.0

Download our illustrations here: https://buzz.schibsted.com/home/branding-ld
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8.1 Illustrations – level 1

Level 1 with Light Grey background

The background colours of the 
illustrations are our Light Grey 
or Norwegian Blue. To maintain 
coherency and functionality, 
never use any other colours.

Level 1 with Norwegian Blue background
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8.2 Illustrations – level 2

Level 2 with Light Grey backgroundLevel 2 with Norwegian Blue background

The background colours of the 
illustrations are our Light Grey 
or Norwegian Blue. To maintain 
coherency and functionality, ne-
ver use any other colours.
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Schibsted icons
We also have a selection of icons, more generic symbols, to use when you need 
to communicate a clear instruction or straight information. We have a shared 
collection of 125 icons - if you need any others - contact the brand team on 
#globalbrandteam 

9.0

Download our icons here: https://buzz.schibsted.com/home/branding-ld
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9.1 Icon library



Thank you


